How to GraphXR

6. Shortcut
This simplifies the graph considerably, but we can take it a step further. Let’s return to the Snapshot we created before merging.
Expand the window and load our previous Snapshot. You can also rename and delete Snapshots in this expanded view. Now go to the Transform panel => Shortcut tab.
To create a shortcut, you’ll first need to select the center node of an edge-node-edge pattern. Click csvImport_Lines in the Legend.
Here we'll connect characters directly to episodes by shortcutting **spoke**-**csvImport_Lines**-**spoken_on** to a new **relationship** called **appeared_on**. We have the option to copy **properties** from **csvImport_Lines** to **appeared_on**, but here we don’t need to.
We've now added a new relationship but our source pattern is still present.
We’ll select our csvImport_Lines from the Legend...
...and delete them. Save a snapshot and we'll continue with the data in this form.